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Pentaho Reporting 3.5 for Java DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2009
Pentaho Reporting lets you create, generate, and distribute rich and sophisticated report content from different data sources. Knowing how to use it quickly and efficiently gives you the edge in producing reports from your database. If you have been looking for a book that has plenty of easy-to-understand instructions and also contains lots of...
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Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2003
Tcl stands for Tool Command Language. Tcl is really two things: a scripting language, and an interpreter for that language that is designed to be easy to embed into your application. Tcl and its associated graphical user-interface toolkit, Tk, were designed and...
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Hands-On Concurrency with Rust: Confidently build memory-safe, parallel, and efficient software in RustPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get to grips with modern software demands by learning the effective uses of Rust's powerful memory safety.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn and improve the sequential performance characteristics of your software
	
			Understand the use of operating system processes in a high-scale...
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Civility at Work: How People Treatment is a Critical Success Driver for BusinessBusiness Expert Press, 2021

	Fact: People treatment is a critical success driver for business.

	How organizations treat their employees generally, and more

	specifically how the policies and procedures, incentives, and best

	practices that direct and dictate the overall experience of

	human beings at work can make or break organizational

	success.

...
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Java Programming with Oracle SQLJO'Reilly, 2001
If you're a Java programmer working in an Oracle environment, you're probably  familiar with JDBC as a means of accessing data within an Oracle database. SQLJ  takes you further, allowing you to access a database using embedded SQL  statements. Java Programming with Oracle SQLJ shows you how to get the  most out of SQLJ. 
...
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Start Here! Learn HTML5Microsoft Press, 2012

	
		Ready to learn HTML5 programming? Start Here!

	
		Learn the fundamentals of programming with HTML5—and begin building your first standards-based web pages from the ground up. If you have absolutely no previous experience, no problem—simply start here! This book introduces must-know concepts and getting-started...
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Microsoft Office Excel 2003 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2003
Hey, you know your way around a spreadsheet—so now dig into Excel 2003 and really put your data to work! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of time-saving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and handy workarounds in concise, fast answer format. Work smarter with core functions such as using worksheets and charts, analyzing data,...
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MacRuby: The Definitive Guide: Ruby and Cocoa on OS XO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Want to build native Mac OS X applications with a sleek, developer-friendly alternative to Objective-C? MacRuby is an ideal choice. This in-depth guide shows you how Apple’s implementation of Ruby gives you access to all the features available to Objective-C programmers. You’ll get clear, detailed explanations of MacRuby,...
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Develop on Yammer: Social Integration for Modern Business ApplicationsApress, 2015

	Develop on Yammer is your guide to integrating the Yammer social network with your company’s application ecosystem. By developing custom apps and features on the Yammer platform, you can make your workplace more productive, encourage communication and feedback, and get your colleagues collaborating across a range of platforms,...
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MySQL and mSQLO'Reilly, 1999
MySQL and mSQL provides the essentials to programming with these two popular Unix freeware database packages in C/C++, Perl, Python, and Java. The book begins with a fine introduction to databases that covers tables, fields, indexes, and normalization. Then it explains the history of the freeware mSQL and MySQL packages (which offer better...
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Integrated Operations in the Oil and Gas Industry: Sustainability and Capability DevelopmentIGI Global, 2012

	The concept of a capability platform can be used to argue how firms engage networked relationships to

	embed learning/performance into distinctive practices rather than focusing only on technology. In fact

	the capability language allows us to unpack the role of technology by emphasizing its interaction with

	people, process, and...
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JavaServer Pages, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2003
JavaServer Pages, Third Edition is completely revised and updated to cover the substantial changes in the 2.0 version of the JSP specification. It also includes detailed coverage of the major revisions to the JSP Standard Tag Library (JSTL) specification. Combining plenty of practical advice with detailed coverage...
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